









CLIENT: CDC JOB#: CDC_02_O01012A DESC: What's Your VERB Influencer Ad PUBLICATION: Various
Magazines AD: J. Gellos
TRAFFIC: J. Moreno OPERATOR: WR PREV OP: WR MACHINE: Wayne Robinson’s Computer PREV
MACHINE: Wayne Robinson’s Computer
PROOF#: 1 DATE: 10/17/02 - 1:00 AM CREATED: 9/5/02 - 8:35 PM FILE NAME: CDC-02-O01012A GALLEY#: 1
HANDLING#: 4.0
FONTS: Arial, Helvetica, Impact, TradeGothic LH BoldExtended
IMAGES: CDC_01012._HR.tif @ 10%, VERB_Color Key.eps @ 75%, CDC_LOGOS .eps @ 10%, HHS Logo.eps @ 15%, VERB LOGO_cmyk2.eps @ 27.1%, VE RB
LOGO_cmyk2.eps @ 60.1%, CDC_LOGOS .eps @ 16.6%, HHS Logo.eps @ 30.9%*, CDC_01012._HR.tif @ 100%, PFI _ Shipping Label.eps @ 23.5%*
COLORS: New Color, New Color 2
NOTES: 
DOC PATH: MacintoshHD:PFI MARKETING:CDC-02-O01011A folder:CDC-02-O01012A 
11”x17” OUTPUT @ 100%













(THIS PROOF SHOULD NOT BE JUDGED FOR CLARITY OR COLOR QUALITY)
CYAN MAG YEL BLK
LEGAL LINE: KNOCKOUT TYPE Helvetica @ 6 points
VERB ™ is a trademark of the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
VERB logo is “LIVE”
Filename: VERB logo_cmyk.eps
BLACK LOGO IS “LIVE” VECTOR ARTWORK.
Filename: HHS LOGO.eps
File Type : ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
Black w/ White  LOGO IS “LIVE” VECTOR ARTWORK.
Filename: CDC_ LOGOS .eps
File Type : ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
BACKGROUND ART IS “LIVE”.
Filename: CDC_01012._HR.tif
File Type: Adobe Photoshop
Dimensions: 9.21” x 11.58” @ 304 dpi
Color Mode: CMYK
Ad Name: “What’s Your Verb?” Influencer ad
Ad No.: CDC-02-O01012A
Client: Center for Disease Control
This Advertisement Prepared By: PFI Marketing, Inc.
To Appear In: Various Magazines 
Issue: 2002
Size/Color/Screen: Page 4/CB
Bleed: 9 1/8"w x 11 1/2"h
Trim: 7 7/8"w x 10 1/2"h
Safety: 7"w x 9 3/4"w
Copy: G. Wasiak Art Director: J. Gellos
Production Manager: J. Moreno  Supplier: ImtechWHAT’S YOUR
?
“WHAT’S YOUR ?”
Color Mode: CMYK  81/ 17/ 0/ 0

































































PFI Marketing: CDC-02-O01012A  Influencer Ad








VERB ™ is a trademark of the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. All rights reserved. 
